The Dutch Republic: Its Rise, Greatness, and Fall

The Dutch Golden Age known for its renowned artists and writers was also remarkable for its immense impact on the spheres of commerce, finance, shipping, and technology. Israel gives the definitive account of the emergence of the United Provinces as a great power, its subsequent decline in the 18th century, and the changing relationship between the Northern Netherlands and the South, which was to develop into modern Belgium.

32 color plates. All of us were born to contribute. God planted the seed of greatness in each and everyone of us and grooming and developing this seed is the foundation for our ultimate fulfillment in life. The truths contained in this book are the core principles and ideas that will help the reader develop a holistic portrait of what it takes to bring their greatness to life. It is the quest of all of us to be great. It is nothing to feel guilty or bashful about. This book equips the reader to rise to the call of greatness and learn how to look out for themselves by looking out for the world in which they live. Rise is filled with copious anecdotes from the life of the author as he shares generously and frankly about the lessons that have defined his journey thus far paying close attention to the principles that were set in play deliberately or ignorantly and the results they delivered. One of the core ideas in the book is that our loyalty ultimately should lie with the set of principles that undergird the reality of how things work making the point that we prosper largely by aligning with these principles perfecting our interactions with them to improve our lives. This book is an inspirational and motivational book that is aimed in helping youths willing to take charge of their lives correct past mistakes and bounce back in greatness and rule the world. The past is gone, the future is here. Let's go and make it.

The Electrifying Story of Abraham Lincoln's Rise to Greatness during the Most Perilous Year in Our Nation's History as 1862 Dawns

The American Republic was at death's door. The Federal Government appeared overwhelmed. The U.S. Treasury was broke. The Union's top general was gravely ill. The Confederacy, with its booming economy, expert military leadership, and commanding position on the battlefield, had a clear view to victory. To a remarkable extent, the survival of the country depended on the judgment, cunning, and resilience of the unschooled frontier lawyer who had recently been elected president. Twelve months later, the Civil War had become a cataclysm, but the tide had turned. The Union generals who would win the war had at last emerged and the Confederate army had suffered the key losses that would lead to its doom. The blueprint of modern America, an expanding colossus of industrial and
financial might had been indelibly inked and the man who brought the nation through its darkest hour
abraham lincoln had been forged into a singular leader in rise to greatness acclaimed author david von
drehle has created both a deeply human portrait of america s greatest president and a rich dramatic
narrative about our most fateful year a work of major importance for the economic history of both
europe and north america originally published between 1920 70 the history of civilization was a
landmark in early twentieth century publishing it was published at a formative time within the social
sciences and during a period of decisive historical discovery the aim of the general editor c k ogden
was to summarize the most up to date findings and theories of historians anthropologists
archaeologists and sociologists this reprinted material is available as a set or in the following groupings
or as individual volumes prehistory and historical ethnography set of 12 0 415 15611 4 800 00 greek
civilization set of 7 0 415 15612 2 450 00 roman civilization set of 6 0 415 15613 0 400 00 eastern
civilizations set of 10 0 415 15614 9 650 00 judaeo christian civilization set of 4 0 415 15615 7 250 00
european civilization set of 11 0 415 15616 5 700 00 most scholars agree that during the sixteenth
century the centre of european international trade shifted from antwerp to amsterdam presaging the
economic rise of the dutch republic in the following century traditionally this shift has been accepted as
the natural consequence of a dynamic and progressive city such as amsterdam taking advantage of
expanding commercial opportunities at the expense of a more conservative rival hampered by
outmoded medieval practices yet whilst this theory is widely accepted is it accurate in this
groundbreaking study clé lesger argues that the shift of commercial power from antwerp to amsterdam
was by no means inevitable and that the highly specialized economy of the low countries was more
than capable of adapting to the changing needs of international trade it was only when the dutch revolt
and military campaigns literally divided the low countries into separate states that the existing stable
spatial economy and port system fell apart and a restructuring was needed within this process of
restructuring the port of amsterdam acquired a function radically different to the one it had prior to the
division of the netherlands before the revolt it had served as the northern outport in a gateway system
centred on antwerp but with access of that port now denied to the new republic amsterdam developed
as the main centre for dutch shipping trade and crucially the exchange of information drawing on a
wide variety of neglected archival collections including those of the bank of amsterdam this study not
only addresses specific historical questions concerning the commercial life of the low countries but
through the case study of amsterdam also explores wider issues of early modern european
commercial trade and economic development the rise of little big norway explores the unlikely rise of
norway from peripherality to today’s global steward with an enviable work life balance influential oil fund and arctic front row seat drawing on wide ranging source material john ross’s original approach combines astute observation thoughtful analysis and a flowing essay style leavened with the comparative insight that only a seasoned observer of the region can bring the book examines the settings histories and niche elements that lend norway its distinctiveness and differentiate it from its nordic neighbors it gives special attention to the northern and arctic dimensions of norwegian life and elaborates a connecting thematic thread the mobility that once took vikings across the atlantic in open boats and makes today’s norwegians the most traveled people on the planet the result is a carefully crafted general study of norway a country long overlooked in favor of its nordic neighbors but now a quiet force in its own right and a touchstone for twenty first century issues ranging from identity politics to the arctic melt this book fills a major gap in the literature on norway and the nordic region that the enlightenment shaped modernity is uncontested yet remarkably few historians or philosophers have attempted to trace the process of ideas from the political and social turmoil of the late eighteenth century to the present day this is precisely what jonathan israel now does in democratic enlightenment israel demonstrates that the enlightenment was an essentially revolutionary process driven by philosophical debate the american revolution and its concerns certainly acted as a major factor in the intellectual ferment that shaped the wider upheaval that followed but the radical philosophes were no less critical than enthusiastic about the american model from 1789 the general revolution’s impetus came from a small group of philosophe revolutionnaires men such as mirabeau sieyes condorcet volney roederer and brissot not aligned to any of the social groups represented in the french national assembly they nonetheless forged la philosophie moderne in effect radical enlightenment ideas into a world transforming ideology that had a lasting impact in latin america canada and eastern europe as well as france italy germany and the low countries in addition israel argues that while all french revolutionary journals powerfully affirmed that la philosophie moderne was the main cause of the french revolution the main stream of historical thought has failed to grasp what this implies israel sets the record straight demonstrating the true nature of the engine that drove the revolution and the intimate links between the radical wing of the enlightenment and the anti robespierriste revolution of reason delivers a fresh modern perspective on individual countries for which information is in demand in the school curriculum and library this title includes chapters that cover crucial topics as the land and history the people language food and traditional dress religion and thought social customs and lifestyle and art and architecture this book seeks to address the relation of political philosophy and donald
trump as a political phenomenon through the notions of patriotism cosmopolitanism and civic virtue
political philosophers have been prescient in explaining trends that may explain our political misgivings
madison warned during the debates on the constitution that democracies are vulnerable to factions
based on passion for personalities and beliefs various continental thinkers have addressed the
problem of nihilism the modern loss of faith in objective standards of truth and morality that in max
weber's analysis pointed to the importance of charisma in carl schmitt's to the idea that politics is
essentially rooted in the definition of friends and enemies and in early heidegger resulted in the
emphasis on the enduring significance of local rather than cosmopolitan values the former concerns
regarding demagoguery charisma and nihilism will enable an evaluation of trump as a political
character while the latter concerns regarding the status of universal versus local values will enable us
to evaluate the content of trumpism taken together these essays seek to advance the public
conversation about the relationship between the rise of trump and the ideological forces that seek to
justify that rise this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional
imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of
the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally
important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing
commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the
imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book masterful ambitious
and groundbreaking this is a major new history of our country by one of our most respected thinkers
and historians a book every canadian should own from the acclaimed biographer and historian conrad
black comes the definitive history of canada a revealing groundbreaking account of the people and
events that shaped a nation the first of three volumes spanning from the year 1000 to 1867 and
beginning with canada's first inhabitants and the early explorers this masterful history challenges our
perception of our history and canada's role in the world taking on sweeping themes and vividly
recounting the story of canada's development from colony to dominion to country black persuasively
reveals that while many would argue that canada was perhaps never predestined for greatness the
opposite is in fact true the emergence of a magnificent country against all odds was a remarkable
achievement brilliantly conceived this major new reexamination of our country's history is a riveting
tour de force by one of the best writers writing today winner of the 2021 choice outstanding academic
title award in a history of population health johan p mackenbach offers a broad sweeping study of the
spectacular changes in people's health in europe since the early 18th century most of the 40 specific
Diseases covered in this book show a fascinating pattern of rise and fall with large differences in timing between countries using a unique collection of historical data and bringing together insights from demography, economics, sociology, political science, medicine, epidemiology, and general history. It shows that these changes and variations did not occur spontaneously but were mostly man-made throughout European history. Changes in health and longevity were therefore closely related to economic, social, and political conditions with public health and medical care both making important contributions to population health improvement. Readers who would like to have a closer look at the quantitative data used in the trend graphs included in the book can find these here.

Exceptionalist ideas have long influenced British foreign policy as Britain begins to confront the challenges of a post-Brexit era in an increasingly unstable world. A re-examination of the nature and causes of this exceptionalist bent is in order. Arguing that Britain's search for greatness in world affairs was and still is a matter of habit, Srdjan Vucetic takes a closer look at the period between Clement Attlee's New Jerusalem and Tony Blair's New Labour. Britain's tenacious pursuit of global power was never just a function of consensus among policymakers or even political elites; more broadly, it developed from popular everyday and gradually evolving ideas about identity circulating within British culture and more specifically English society. As a whole, to uncover these ideas, Vucetic works with a unique archive of political speeches, newspapers, history textbooks, novels, and movies across colonial, Cold War, and post-Cold War periods. "Greatness and Decline" sheds new light on Britain's interactions with the rest of the world while demonstrating new possibilities for constructivist foreign policy analysis.

Why are we speaking English? Replenishing the Earth gives a new answer to that question, uncovering a settler revolution that took place from the early nineteenth century, leading to the explosive settlement of the American West and its forgotten twin, the British West, comprising the settler dominions of Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa between 1780 and 1930. The number of English speakers rocketed from 12 million in 1780 to 200 million, and their wealth and power grew to match their secret was not racial or cultural or institutional superiority but a resonant intersection of historical changes, including the sudden rise of mass transfer across oceans and mountains, a revolutionary upward shift in attitudes to emigration, the emergence of a settler boom mentality, and a late flowering of non-industrial technologies. This revolution combined with the industrial revolution to transform settlement into something explosive capable of creating great cities like Chicago and Melbourne and large socio-economies in a single generation. When the great settler booms busted as they always did a second pattern set in links between the Anglo Wests and their metropolises London.
and New York actually tightened as rising tides of staple products flowed one way and ideas the other. Re-colonization re-integrated Greater America and Greater Britain bulking them out to become the superpowers of their day. The settler revolution was not exclusive to the anglophone countries. Argentina, Siberia, and Manchuria also experienced it, but it was the anglophone settlers who managed to integrate frontier and metropolis most successfully and it was this that gave them the impetus and the material power to provide the world’s leading superpowers for the last 200 years. This book will reshape understandings of American, British, and British Dominion histories in the long 19th century. It is a story that has such crucial implications for the histories of settler societies, the homelands that spawned them, and the indigenous peoples who resisted them that their full histories cannot be written without it. This book is the result of the work of many people and while I discuss many of them in the general context of this book, in Chapter 1, I would like to emphasize here the contribution of all those people involved. My apologies in advance to any I have omitted to mention. The backbone of the book is based on a project, Farm Lives, conducted between 1999 and 2002, funded exclusively by the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research at the University of Cambridge. Without their essential financial support, this would not have been possible. The project involved three components: archaeological fieldwork, archive research, and oral history interviews for the fieldwork. Special thanks go to Marcus Abbott, Jenny Bredenberg, Glenda Cox, Olivia Cyster, Andy Hall, Odile Peterson, and Sarah Winter for their excavation analysis. I thank Duncan Miller, University of Cape Town; Peter Nilsson, South African Museum; and Jane Klose, University of Cape Town, for the archive research. I would like to thank J. Malherbe, Huguenot Museum, and Harriet Clift, South African Heritage Resources Agency, but most of all, Jaline de Villiers, Paarl Museum, for the oral history. My thanks go to Sarah Winter, Rowena Peterson, and Jaline de Villiers for conducting interviews and to the informants Johanna Dressier, Louisa Adams, Geoffrey Leslie Hendricks, William Davids, Absolom David Lackay, John Cyster, November, and Lillian Aubrey Idas. This volume deals with the tracts, Latin and vernacular, published in the Netherlands on the comets of 1577 and 1618. Central to the book is the question of how these cometary appearances influenced the Aristotelian worldview. This is the first lengthy examination of the decline of Aristotelian cosmology in the Netherlands. Its demonstration of the connection between cosmological and political views renders the book useful to historians of general Dutch history as well as historians of science. The sinews of Habsburg power explores the domestic foundations of the immense growth of central European Habsburg power from the rise of a permanent standing army after the Thirty Years War to the end of the Napoleonic Wars with a force that grew irregularly in size from around 25,000 soldiers to as many as...
half a million in the war of the sixth coalition the habsburg monarchy participated in shifting international constellations of rivalry from western europe to the near east and in some two dozen partly overlapping armed conflicts raising forces of such magnitude constituted a central task of habsburg government one that ultimately required the cooperation of society and its elites the monarchy’s composite territorial structures in the guise of the lower austrian estates a leading representative body and privileged corps formed a vital if changing element underlying habsburg international success and resilience with its capital at vienna the archduchy below the river enns the historic designation of lower austria was geographically politically and financially a key habsburg possession fiscal military exigency induced the estates to take part in new and evolving arrangements of power that served the purposes of government in turn the estates were able in previously little understood ways and within narrowing boundaries to preserve vital interests in a changing world the estates survived because they were necessary not only thanks to their increasing financial potency but also because they offered a politically viable way of exacting ever larger quantities of money men and other resources from local society these circumstances would persist as ruling became more regularized formalized and homogenized and as the very understanding of the estates as a social and political phenomenon was evolving sam cherribi is a moroccan muslim who became a naturalized dutch citizen and member of the dutch parliament in this book he draws on his personal experiences with european politics and media extensive fieldwork in dutch mosques and interviews with imams in recent years the netherlands has been swept by the same forces of change that have swept the rest of europe the consolidation of the european union a massive influx of muslim immigrants and the rising voice of islamic fundamentalism cherribi argues that this small country has amplified these forces providing a useful lens through which to examine trends in all of europe the portents are troubling he notes as evidenced by the murders of journalist pim fortuyn and filmmaker theo van gogh after which riots broke out mosques were burned and muslims were openly reviled by the public and the media cherribi himself was voted out of parliament in the anti migrant fervor that engulfed the netherlands after these murders and like many other dutch muslims he emigrated to the united states looking back on these events and bringing to bear his skills and training as a sociologist cherribi provides an invaluable account of one country’s encounter with some of the most troubling trends of our times what explains the rapid growth of state power in early modern europe while most scholars have pointed to the impact of military or capitalist revolutions philip s gorski argues instead for the importance of a disciplinary revolution unleashed by the reformation by refining and diffusing a variety
of disciplinary techniques and strategies such as communal surveillance control through incarceration and bureaucratic office holding Calvin and his followers created an infrastructure of religious governance and social control that served as a model for the rest of Europe and the world.
The Dutch Republic 1998 the dutch golden age known for its renowned artists and writers was also remarkable for its immense impact on the spheres of commerce finance shipping and technology israel gives the definitive account of the emergence of the united provinces as a great power its subsequent decline in the 18th century and the changing relationship between the northern netherlands and the south which was to develop into modern belgium 32 color plates

The Dutch Republic 1995 all of us were born to contribute god planted the seed of greatness in each and everyone of us and grooming and developing this seed is the foundation for our ultimate fulfilment in life the truths contained in this book are the core principles and ideas that will help the reader develop a holistic portrait of what it takes to bring their greatness to life it is the quest of all of us to be great it is nothing to feel guilty or bashful about this book equips the reader to rise to the call of greatness and learn how to look out for themselves by looking out for the world in which they live rise is filled with copious anecdotes from the life of the author as he shares generously and frankly about the lessons that have defined his journey thus far paying close attention to the principles that were set in play deliberately or ignorantly and the results they delivered one of the core ideas in the book is that our loyalty ultimately should lie with the set of principles that undergird the reality of how things work making the point that we prosper largely by aligning with these principles perfecting our interactions with them to improve our lives

Rise 2019-05-09 this book is an inspirational and motivational books that is aimed in helping youths willing to take charge of their lives correct past mistakes and bounce back in greatness and rule the world the past is gone the future is here lets go and make i

Rise and Shine 2023-06-02 the electrifying story of abraham lincoln s rise to greatness during the most perilous year in our nation s history as 1862 dawned the american republic was at death s door the federal government appeared overwhelmed the u s treasury was broke and the union s top general was gravely ill the confederacy with its booming economy expert military leadership and commanding position on the battlefield had a clear view to victory to a remarkable extent the survival of the country depended on the judgment cunning and resilience of the unschooled frontier lawyer who had recently been elected president twelve months later the civil war had become a cataclysm but the tide had turned the union generals who would win the war had at last emerged and the confederate army had suffered the key losses that would lead to its doom the blueprint of modern america an expanding colossus of industrial and financial might had been indelibly inked and the man who brought the nation through its darkest hour abraham lincoln had been forged into a singular leader in rise to greatness
acclaimed author david von drehle has created both a deeply human portrait of america s greatest
president and a rich dramatic narrative about our most fateful year

Rise to Greatness 2012-10-30 a work of major importance for the economic history of both europe and
north america

Herr Paulus 1888 originally published between 1920 70 the history of civilization was a landmark in
early twentieth century publishing it was published at a formative time within the social sciences and
during a period of decisive historical discovery the aim of the general editor c k ogden was to
summarize the most up to date findings and theories of historians anthropologists archaeologists and
sociologists this reprinted material is available as a set or in the following groupings or as individual
volumes prehistory and historical ethnography set of 12 0 415 15611 4 800 00 greek civilization set of
7 0 415 15612 2 450 00 roman civilization set of 6 0 415 15613 0 400 00 eastern civilizations set of
10 0 415 15614 9 650 00 judaeo christian civilization set of 4 0 415 15615 7 250 00 european
civilization set of 11 0 415 15616 5 700 00

The Rise of Commercial Empires 2003-03-13 most scholars agree that during the sixteenth century the
centre of european international trade shifted from antwerp to amsterdam presaging the economic rise
of the dutch republic in the following century traditionally this shift has been accepted as the natural
consequence of a dynamic and progressive city such as amsterdam taking advantage of expanding
commercial opportunities at the expense of a more conservative rival hampered by outmoded medieval
practices yet whilst this theory is widely accepted is it accurate in this groundbreaking study clé lesger
argues that the shift of commercial power from antwerp to amsterdam was by no means inevitable and
that the highly specialized economy of the low countries was more than capable of adapting to the
changing needs of international trade it was only when the dutch revolt and military campaigns literally
divided the low countries into separate states that the existing stable spatial economy and port system
fell apart and a restructuring was needed within this process of restructuring the port of amsterdam
acquired a function radically different to the one it had prior to the division of the netherlands before
the revolt it had served as the northern outport in a gateway system centred on antwerp but with
access of that port now denied to the new republic amsterdam developed as the main centre for dutch
shipping trade and crucially the exchange of information drawing on a wide variety of neglected
archival collections including those of the bank of amsterdam this study not only addresses specific
historical questions concerning the commercial life of the low countries but through the case study of
amsterdam also explores wider issues of early modern european commercial trade and economic
development

Herr Paulus 1888 the rise of little big norway explores the unlikely rise of norway from peripherality to today's global steward with an enviable work life balance influential oil fund and arctic front row seat drawing on wide ranging source material john ross s original approach combines astute observation thoughtful analysis and a flowing essay style leavened with the comparative insight that only a seasoned observer of the region can bring the book examines the settings histories and niche elements that lend norway its distinctiveness and differentiate it from its nordic neighbors it gives special attention to the northern and arctic dimensions of norwegian life and elaborates a connecting thematic thread the mobility that once took vikings across the atlantic in open boats and makes today's norwegians the most traveled people on the planet the result is a carefully crafted general study of norway a country long overlooked in favor of its nordic neighbors but now a quiet force in its own right and a touchstone for twenty first century issues ranging from identity politics to the arctic melt this book fills a major gap in the literature on norway and the nordic region

The Dutch Republic 1998-02-01 that the enlightenment shaped modernity is uncontested yet remarkably few historians or philosophers have attempted to trace the process of ideas from the political and social turmoil of the late eighteenth century to the present day this is precisely what jonathan israel now does in democratic enlightenment israel demonstrates that the enlightenment was an essentially revolutionary process driven by philosophical debate the american revolution and its concerns certainly acted as a major factor in the intellectual ferment that shaped the wider upheaval that followed but the radical philosophes were no less critical than enthusiastic about the american model from 1789 the general revolution's impetus came from a small group of philosophe revolutionnaires men such as mirabeau sieyes condorcet volney roederer and brissot not aligned to any of the social groups represented in the french national assembly they nonetheless forged la philosophie moderne in effect radical enlightenment ideas into a world transforming ideology that had a lasting impact in latin america canada and eastern europe as well as france italy germany and the low countries in addition israel argues that while all french revolutionary journals powerfully affirmed that la philosophie moderne was the main cause of the french revolution the main stream of historical thought has failed to grasp what this implies israel sets the record straight demonstrating the true nature of the engine that drove the revolution and the intimate links between the radical wing of the enlightenment and the anti robespierriste revolution of reason

The Greatness and Decline of the Celts 2013-11-12 delivers a fresh modern perspective on individual
countries for which information is in demand in the school curriculum and library this title includes chapters that cover crucial topics as the land and history the people language food and traditional dress religion and thought social customs and lifestyle and art and architecture

*The Rise of the Amsterdam Market and Information Exchange* 2016-12-05

this book seeks to address the relation of political philosophy and donald trump as a political phenomenon through the notions of patriotism cosmopolitanism and civic virtue political philosophers have been prescient in explaining trends that may explain our political misgivings madison warned during the debates on the constitution that democracies are vulnerable to factions based on passion for personalities and beliefs various continental thinkers have addressed the problem of nihilism the modern loss of faith in objective standards of truth and morality that in max weber s analysis pointed to the importance of charisma in carl schmitt s to the idea that politics is essentially rooted in the definition of friends and enemies and in early heidegger resulted in the emphasis on the enduring significance of local rather than cosmopolitan values the former concerns regarding demagoguery charisma and nihilism will enable an evaluation of trump as a political character while the latter concerns regarding the status of universal versus local values will enable us to evaluate the content of trumplism taken together these essays seek to advance the public conversation about the relationship between the rise of trump and the ideological forces that seek to justify that rise

*The Rise of Little Big Norway* 2019-11-30

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book

*History of the Venetian Republic* 1860

masterful ambitious and groundbreaking this is a major new history of our country by one of our most respected thinkers and historians a book every canadian should own from the acclaimed biographer and historian conrad black comes the definitive history of canada a revealing groundbreaking account of the people and events that shaped a nation the first of three volumes spanning from the year 1000 to 1867 and beginning with canada s first inhabitants and the early explorers this masterful history challenges our perception of our history and canada s role in the world taking on sweeping themes and vividly recounting the story of canada s development from colony to dominion to country black persuasively reveals that while many would argue that canada was
perhaps never predestined for greatness the opposite is in fact true the emergence of a magnificent country against all odds was a remarkable achievement brilliantly conceived this major new reexamination of our country s history is a riveting tour de force by one of the best writers writing today Democratic Enlightenment 2013-01-17 winner of the 2021 choice outstanding academic title award in a history of population health johan p mackenbach offers a broad sweeping study of the spectacular changes in people s health in europe since the early 18th century most of the 40 specific diseases covered in this book show a fascinating pattern of rise and fall with large differences in timing between countries using a unique collection of historical data and bringing together insights from demography economics sociology political science medicine epidemiology and general history it shows that these changes and variations did not occur spontaneously but were mostly man made throughout european history changes in health and longevity were therefore closely related to economic social and political conditions with public health and medical care both making important contributions to population health improvement readers who would like to have a closer look at the quantitative data used in the trend graphs included in the book can find these it here

Herr Paulus 1888 exceptionalist ideas have long influenced british foreign policy as britain begins to confront the challenges of a post brexit era in an increasingly unstable world a re exmamination of the nature and causes of this exceptionalist bent is in order arguing that britain s search for greatness in world affairs was and still is a matter of habit srdjan vucetic takes a closer look at the period between clement attlee s new jerusalem and tony blair s new labour britain s tenacious pursuit of global power was never just a function of consensus among policymakers or even political elites more broadly rather it developed from popular everyday and gradually evolving ideas about identity circulating within british and more specifically english society as a whole to uncover these ideas vucetic works with a unique archive of political speeches newspapers history textbooks novels and movies across colonial cold war and post cold war periods greatness and decline sheds new light on britain s interactions with the rest of the world while demonstrating new possibilities for constructivist foreign policy analysis

London Quarterly Review 1893 why are we speaking english replenishing the earth gives a new answer to that question uncovering a settler revolution that took place from the early nineteenth century that led to the explosive settlement of the american west and its forgotten twin the british west comprising the settler dominions of canada australia new zealand and south africa between 1780 and 1930 the number of english speakers rocketed from 12 million in 1780 to 200 million and their wealth and power grew to match their secret was not racial or cultural or institutional superiority but a
resonant intersection of historical changes including the sudden rise of mass transfer across oceans and mountains a revolutionary upward shift in attitudes to emigration the emergence of a settler boom mentality and a late flowering of non industrial technologies wind water wood and work animals especially on settler frontiers this revolution combined with the industrial revolution to transform settlement into something explosive capable of creating great cities like chicago and melbourne and large socio economies in a single generation when the great settler booms busted as they always did a second pattern set in links between the anglo wests and their metropolises london and new york actually tightened as rising tides of staple products flowed one way and ideas the other this re colonization re integrated greater america and greater britain bulking them out to become the superpowers of their day the settler revolution was not exclusive to the anglophone countries argentina siberia and manchuria also experienced it but it was the anglophone settlers who managed to integrate frontier and metropolis most successfully and it was this that gave them the impetus and the material power to provide the world s leading super powers for the last 200 years this book will reshape understandings of american british and british dominion histories in the long 19th century it is a story that has such crucial implications for the histories of settler societies the homelands that spawned them and the indigenous peoples who resisted them that their full histories cannot be written without it

The London Quarterly & Holborn Review 1893 this book is the based on the work of many people and while i discuss many of them in the general context of this book in chapter 1 1 would like to emphasize here the contribution of all those people involved my apologies in advance to any i have omitted to mention the backbone of the book is based on a project farm lives conducted between 1999 and 2002 funded exclusively by the mcdonald institute for archaeological research at the university of cambridge without their essential financial support this would not have been possible the project involved three components archaeological fieldwork archive research and oral history interviews for the fieldwork special thanks goes to marcus abbott jenny bredenberg glenda cox olivia cyster andy hall odile peterson and sarah winter for po excavation analysis of materials i thank duncan miller university of cape town peter nilsson south african museum and jane klose university of cape town for the archive research i would like to thank j malherbe huguenot museum and harriet clift south african heritage resources agency but most of all jalone de villiers paarl museum for the oral history my thanks go to sarah winter rowena peterson and jalone de villiers for conducting interviews and to the informants johanna dressier louisa adams geoffrey leslie hendricks william davids absorolom david lackay john cyster november and lillian aubrey idas
Rectorial Addresses Delivered at the University of St. Andrews 1894 this volume deals with the tracts latin and vernacular published in the netherlands on the comets of 1577 and 1618 central to the book is the question of how these cometary appearances influenced the aristotelian world view this is the first lengthy examination of the decline of aristotelian cosmology in the netherlands its demonstration of the connection between cosmological and political views renders the book useful to historians of general dutch history as well as historians of science

Essays and Addresses 1893 the sinews of habsburg power explores the domestic foundations of the immense growth of central european habsburg power from the rise of a permanent standing army after the thirty years war to the end of the napoleonic wars with a force that grew irregularly in size from around 25 000 soldiers to as many as half a million in the war of the sixth coalition the habsburg monarchy participated in shifting international constellations of rivalry from western europe to the near east and in some two dozen partly overlapping armed conflicts raising forces of such magnitude constituted a central task of habsburg government one that ultimately required the cooperation of society and its elites the monarchy s composite territorial structures in the guise of the lower austrian estates a leading representative body and privileged corps formed a vital if changing element underlying habsburg international success and resilience with its capital at vienna the archduchy below the river enns the historic designation of lower austria was geographically politically and financially a key habsburg possession fiscal military exigency induced the estates to take part in new and evolving arrangements of power that served the purposes of government in turn the estates were able in previously little understood ways and within narrowing boundaries to preserve vital interests in a changing world the estates survived because they were necessary not only thanks to their increasing financial potency but also because they offered a politically viable way of exacting ever larger quantities of money men and other resources from local society these circumstances would persist as ruling became more regularized formalized and homogenized and as the very understanding of the estates as a social and political phenomenon was evolving

Culture and Customs of the Netherlands 2009-09-23 sam cherribi is a moroccan muslim who became a naturalized dutch citizen and member of the dutch parliament in this book he draws on his personal experiences with european politics and media extensive fieldwork in dutch mosques and interviews with imams in recent years the netherlands has been swept by the same forces of change that have swept the rest of europe the consolidation of the european union a massive influx of muslim immigrants and the rising voice of islamic fundamentalism cherribi argues that this small country has
amplified these forces providing a useful lens through which to examine trends in all of europe the
portents are troubling he notes as evidenced by the murders of journalist pim fortuyn and filmmaker
theo van gogh after which riots broke out mosques were burned and muslims were openly reviled by
the public and the media cherribi himself was voted out of parliament in the anti migrant fervor that
engulfed the netherlands after these murders and like many other dutch muslims he emigrated to the
united states looking back on these events and bringing to bear his skills and training as a sociologist
cherribi provides an invaluable account of one country s encounter with some of the most troubling
trends of our times

Trump and Political Philosophy 2018-04-16 what explains the rapid growth of state power in early
modern europe while most scholars have pointed to the impact of military or capitalist revolutions philip
s gorski argues instead for the importance of a disciplinary revolution unleashed by the reformation by
refining and diffusing a variety of disciplinary techniques and strategies such as communal surveillance
control through incarceration and bureaucratic office holding calvin and his followers created an
infrastructure of religious governance and social control that served as a model for the rest of europe
and the world
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